
Lower  calorie  fast  foods
gaining in popularity
By Nancy Shute, NPR

Lower-calorie foods are driving growth and profits for chain
restaurants,  according  to  fresh  research,  suggesting  that
people are making smarter choices when it comes to burgers and
fries.

We’re still ordering the burger and fries,
mind  you.  But  we’re  going  for  smaller
portions  and  shunning  sugary  drinks.
French fry sales dropped about 2 percent
from 2006 to 2011, while sales of lower-
calorie  beverages  rose  10  percent,  the

study found.

That  should  make  for  happy  restaurant  chains,  which  have
argued  that  Americans  really  don’t  want  salads  and  other
healthy offerings pushed by public health officials.

The report, from the Hudson Institute, analyzed sales at 21
restaurant  chains,  including  McDonald’s,  Applebee’s,  Burger
King, Cracker Barrel, IHOP, Panera Bread and KFC.

Restaurants that offered more lower-calorie services saw a 9
percent increase in food and beverage sales from 2006 to 2011,
while restaurants that didn’t saw sales drop by 16 percent.

The researchers defined lower calorie as a main item with
fewer than 500 calories, a side dish with fewer than 150
calories, and a beverage below 50 calories for an eight-ounce
serving.

“You go to McDonald’s and get a plain old burger, and you
don’t get many calories,” says Hank Cardello, a senior fellow
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at the Hudson Institute and author of the report. It was
funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

A former food industry executive at companies like Coca-Cola
and General Mills, Cardello is of the belief that badgering
people about eating healthy isn’t necessarily the only way —
or the best way — to solve the nation’s obesity crisis.

“We  found  some  good  performance  in  restaurants  that  were
selling  smaller-portion  chicken  sandwiches,”  Cardello  says.
Even if that’s a fried chicken sandwich, he notes, smaller
means fewer calories. And for the restaurants, “You don’t give
up profits by doing that.”

New federal regulations requiring chain restaurants to post
calorie counts will take effect next year, but some, including
McDonald’s, already provide that information. Earlier studies
have found that posted calorie counts don’t drive people to
make  better  choices,  and  that  they  can  actually  be  so
confusing  as  to  be  useless.  But  this  study  suggests  that
people are starting to pay attention.

Cardello hopes the dollar figures will get restaurateurs to
pay attention, too.

“The  restaurant  industry  as  a  whole  is  a  very  show-me
industry; show me why I should change.” He knows he’s not
going to convert the chains to being public-health advocates.
But now, the chains will know that they should “get with the
program, or you leave money on the table.”


